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inclusions) or soluble complexes is unclear, but in anyToward Cell Specificity in SCA1
case it would lead to the decrease in the number of
transcription factor molecules available. These studies
support the hypothesis that polyQ-containing proteins
alter transcriptional machinery by interfering with a wideTranscriptional dysregulation appears as an emerging
range of transcription factors resulting in the alteredand unifying pathogenic mechanism in polyQ neurode-
expression of numerous genes. While this is an attrac-generative disorders such as Spinocerebellar ataxias
tive model, it does not establish how, in polyQ disorders,and Huntington’s disease. It is unclear how cell death
specific neurons are affected.specificity occurs in these diseases. In this issue of
A year ago, La Spada et al. (2001) showed that SCA7-Neuron, Okazawa et al. (2002) link polymerase II, a
induced retinal degeneration could be linked to an al-general component of the transcriptional machinery,
tered function of the photospecific transcription factorto PQBP-1, a cerebellar enriched protein, thus provid-
CRX, thus relating for the first time the issue of celling insight into the selectivity of neuronal death in
specificity in polyQ disorders to transcription. In thisSCA1.
issue of Neuron, Okazawa et al. (2002) are now providing
the evidence of how cell-specific dysfunction could beCAG repeat mutations in the coding region of various
achieved in SCA1. By searching for proteins that bindgenes are the cause of at least nine dominant neurode-
to polyQ tracts, the authors had previously cloned thegenerative disorders. Apart from polyQ repeats, the pro-
PQBP-1 gene whose protein functions as a repressiveteins involved are unrelated to each other. However,
transcription cofactor of the neuronal transcription fac-despite their ubiquitous expression, they all lead to cell-
tor Brn-2 (Waragai et al., 1999). They now hypothesizedspecific neurodegeneration in distinct regions of the ner-
that PQBP-1 could also bind to the polyQ tracts ofvous system. For example, Huntington’s disease (HD),
ataxin-1 and therefore could be involved in disease pro-the most prevalent disorder of this class, shows selec-
gression by modulating transcription. They first showtive degeneration of striatal neurons while the protein
that ataxin-1 interacts with PQBP-1 in a polyQ-depen-huntingtin is detected in unaffected regions such as the
dent manner that results in the induction of cell death
cerebellum. In contrast, in the spinocerebellar ataxia
via an apoptotic mechanism. Furthermore, by dissecting
type 1 (SCA1), the protein ataxin-1 is ubiquitously ex-
the function of PQBP-1, they propose a mechanism that
pressed and found in regions such as the striatum. How-
would lead to the promotion of cell death by the mutant
ever, polyQ ataxin-1 leads mostly to the selective death
ataxin-1/PQBP-1 interaction. They show that PQBP-1
of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex. These observa-
binds to the C-terminal domain of polymerase II (pol II-
tions raise the important issue of how the cell death CTD) in a phosphorylation-dependent manner, and this
specificity is attained in this type of disorder. binding is enhanced by mutant ataxin-1. The formation
How do polyQ-containing proteins induce neuronal of a ternary complex pol II-CTD/PQBP-1/polyQ ataxin-1
death? One important event is the nuclear localization of leads to a reduction in the level of phosphorylated poly-
the polyQ proteins in the toxicity process. In particular, merase II and a subsequent diminution of basal tran-
requirement of nuclear localization in the death process scription. Finally, of particular interest is the fact that
has been established in the case of huntingtin and PQBP-1 is predominantly expressed in the cerebellum,
ataxin-1 (Klement et al., 1998; Saudou et al., 1998). Once which is the major site of degeneration in SCA1. Thus,
in the nucleus, polyQ proteins could affect nuclear func- the results of Okazawa et al. (2002) provide for the first
tion by altering transcription. PolyQ proteins could di- time the molecular details underlying how cerebellum
rectly act as transcription factors. This idea was first is specifically prone to dysfunction and degeneration in
developped by Gerber et al. (1994), showing that homo- SCA1.
polymeric stretches of glutamine can modulate tran- Together with the results of La Spada et al. (2001), it
scription. This is further supported by the fact that two of is tempting to speculate that the selective pattern of
the polyQ proteins are themselves transcription factors: expression of transcription factors, coactivators, or co-
the androgen receptor for the spinal and muscular atro- repressors could be the basis for the characteristic pat-
phy (SBMA) and the TATA binding protein for SCA17 tern of neurodegeneration observed in these diseases.
(for a review, see Margolis and Ross, 2001). The other In the case of PQBP-1, future studies will be needed to
possibility is the selective but aberrant binding of polyQ analyze its role in SCA1 pathogenesis in vivo and to
proteins to components of the transcriptional machin- establish its involvement in the striking pattern of cell
ery. This selective association of polyQ proteins into loss. The observation that PQBP-1 is able to interact in
new complexes would modulate transcription by dys- vitro with the polyQ tracts of other polyQ disease pro-
regulating the basal activity of transcription factors or teins (Waragai et al., 1999) raises some intriguing ques-
corepressors. Alteration of transcription could also be tions. For instance, could striatal ectopic expression of
achieved through sequestrating transcription factors PQBP-1 enhance death induced by mutant huntingtin?
that contain polyQ stretches, such as Sp1 and/or CBP, Given the fact that polyQ huntingtin is present in the
by the disease proteins (Margolis and Ross, 2001; Dunah cerebellum, why does it not induce cerebellar cell death
et al., 2002; Li et al., 2002). Whether sequestration occurs via PQBP-1? One hypothesis proposes that PQBP-1
would have different affinities for the disease proteinsthrough the formation of insoluble (formation of nuclear
Neuron
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H.B., Zoghbi, H.Y., and Orr, H.T. (1998). Cell 95, 41–53.note that in HD, the specific pattern of cell death is lost
La Spada, A.R., Fu, Y.H., Sopher, B.L., Libby, R.T., Wang, X., Li,in the juvenile forms of the disease, with the cerebellum
L.Y., Einum, D.D., Huang, J., Possin, D.E., Smith, A.C., et al. (2001).being affected. These forms correspond to an extremely
Neuron 31, 913–927.
long polyQ tract. It is then possible that, in vivo, hunting-
Li, S.H., Cheng, A.L., Zhou, H., Lam, S., Rao, M., Li, H., and Li, X.J.tin that contains a very long polyQ would bind to PQBP-1
(2002). Mol. Cell. Biol. 22, 1277–1287.
and induce the degeneration of the cerebellum as it is
Margolis, R.L., and Ross, C.A. (2001). Trends Mol. Med. 7, 479–482.
observed in the juvenile forms. Also, one might take
Okazawa, H., Rich, T., Chang, A., Lin, X., Waragai, M., Kajikawa, M.,into account the subcellular localization of the disease
Enokido, Y., Komuro, A., Kato, S., Shibata, M., et al. (2002). Neuron
proteins. While ataxin-1 is mostly nuclear in neurons, 34, this issue, 701–713.
huntingtin is initially localized in the cytoplasm. How- Saudou, F., Finkbeiner, S., Devys, D., and Greenberg, M.E. (1998).
ever, to be toxic, huntingtin need to translocate in the Cell 95, 55–66.
nucleus. Thus, during the development of the disease, Waragai, M., Lammers, C.H., Takeuchi, S., Imafuku, I., Udagawa,
the kinetics of PQBP-1 interaction with ataxin-1 and Y., Kanazawa, I., Kawabata, M., Mouradian, M.M., and Okazawa, H.
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Finally, future studies will certainly reveal that cell Zeron, M.M., Hansson, O., Chen, N., Wellington, C.L., Leavitt, B.R.,
Brundin, P., Hayden, M.R., and Raymond, L.A. (2002). Neuron 33,specificity is regulated at multiple levels. At the tran-
849–860.scriptional level, CRX in SCA7 and PQBP-1 in SCA1 are
Zuccato, C., Ciammola, A., Rigamonti, D., Leavitt, B.R., Goffredo,important components in mediating cell death specific-
D., Conti, L., MacDonald, M.E., Friedlander, R.M., Silani, V., Hayden,ity. DNA arrays experiments have already shown that
M.R., et al. (2001). Science 293, 493–498.within the set of transcripts that have an altered profile,
some of them are common to the different disorders.
However, some are specific to a cell type and could
then participate in the selectivity of degeneration. One
example is the selective dysregulation of BDNF tran-
Needle from a Haystack:
Optimal Signalingscription in HD. Indeed, Zuccato et al. (2001) suggested
by a Nonlinear Synapsethat a lack of BDNF support in the striatum could explain
the preferential vulnerability of striatal neurons in HD.
Cell specificity might also be achieved during other
biological processes involved in the pathogenesis of
Commonly, a neuron must separate a small, rare eventpolyQ disorders. In HD, the selective death of medium
carried by one of its inputs from the noise carried byspiny neurons of the striatum might also be governed
many others. In this issue of Neuron, Field and Riekeby the selective subunit composition of the NMDA gluta-
(2002) demonstrate that to solve this problem, the rodmate receptor (Zeron et al., 2002). A variety of intracellu-
bipolar neuron in mouse retina selectively amplifies alar pathways or proteins have been shown to regulate
rod’s single-photon signal only when it is larger thandeath induced by the polyQ proteins. This includes, for
average. This nonlinearity rejects nearly three-fourthsexample, the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, the apo-
of the single-photon signals. Yet, by also rejectingptotic machinery, and the chaperone proteins. Little is
noise, it provides nearly optimal filtering near absoluteknown about their contribution in vivo to the disease
visual threshold.process. In the case of the ubiquitin machinery, all the
specific enzymes involved in the degradation process
of a particular polyQ protein are not yet identified. Fur- The report by Field and Rieke in this issue of Neuron
thermore, it will be important to determine the spatial addresses two fundamental questions. First, how can a
and temporal pattern of these regulators. In conclusion, neuron separate a small, rare event carried by one of
by combining all these partners, one given neuron could its inputs from the noise carried by many others? If it
have a unique repertoire of proteins that could make it sums n inputs linearly, the noise will rise as n, and a
particularly vulnerable to one polyQ protein. small, rare signal will be swamped. Second, in separat-
ing the event from noise, where should a neuron draw
the line? A relaxed criterion will generate false positives,Sandrine Humbert and Fre´de´ric Saudou
but a strict one will inevitably discard some of the pre-UMR 146 CNRS
cious events.Institut Curie, Bldg. 110
Both problems arise for mammalian vision in starlight,Centre Universitaire
where photons are so sparse that over a 0.2 s integration91405 Orsay Cedex
time, only one photon is captured by 10,000 rods. ThisFrance
photon flux is just adequate to paint a faint, “pointillist”
image on the photoreceptor sheet (see First Figure). To
convey this image to the brain, a circuit should collect
Selected Reading from a large patch of rods and amplify the single photon
event to cause spikes at the retinal output. Indeed, oneDunah, A.W., Jeong, H., Griffin, A., Kim, Y.M., Standaert, D.G.,
photon does evoke a small burst of spikes in each ofHersch, S.M., Mouradian, M.M., Young, A.B., Tanese, N., and Krainc,
D. (2002). Science, in press. several ganglion cells (Barlow et al., 1971; Mastronarde,
1983). But how does the neural circuit separate this rare,Gerber, H.P., Seipel, K., Georgiev, O., Hofferer, M., Hug, M., Rusconi,
S., and Schaffner, W. (1994). Science 263, 808–811. small event from so much noise? And regarding the
